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Tukana opts to pursue studies in IT

oung Keith Tukana has always been fascinated with the advancement
of technology.

He like many teenagers are ‘hooked’ on using the internet to problem-solve or
find new interesting things to learn and explore.
The 19-year-old said his interest in computers strengthened when he took-up
Computer Studies while in school.
Tukana, who studied at Dreketi Central College, said while working on his
project last year he decided to pursue a career in the field of information
technology.
The soft spoken youngster was amongst many students lining at the Fiji
National University Nasinu Campus today enrolling for classes in Semester 1.

“After I receive the confirmation letter from TELS, I will apply for accommodation
at FNU Nasinu Campus Hostel.”
The Nausori lad is excited and looking forward to this new phase of life.
“I am really eager for the semester to commence. This is a very important
stage of my life as my performance in the University will determine my future
and I want to give my utmost best to complete my programme within the two
years’ duration.”
“I am fully aware of the challenges that lie ahead of me but I will not let them
deter me from achieving my goal.”
“Staying away from family is a tough call but I feel it is necessary to mold me
into a successful person that my parents would be proud of,” Tukana added.

Tukana admitted he was ecstatic to receive his offer letter from the Fiji
National University (FNU) in the programme of Trade Diploma in Information
Technology.
“I opted to take up Computer Studies from Year 11 keeping in mind the
importance of technology nowadays in every aspect of life; whether it be for
personal use, work-life or any business related issues,” said Tukana.
“IT specialists undertake wide range of responsibilities in organisations. They
select hardware and software products appropriate for an organisation and
integrate these with the needs of the organisations.”
Tukana said now that he has received his offer letter from the University, he
will apply for the Tertiary Education Loans Scheme (TELS).
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